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No Excuses - The Power of Self-Discipline by Brian Tracy PERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY! Here a taste

of whats in store for you in No Excuses. * The fatal fallacy revealed why youre just as good as anyone

else * Learn my simple definition of happiness why negative emotions can stifle your dreams. * Discover

the real cure to negative emotions how accepting responsibility can quickly neutralize negativity. *

Revealed, the Law Substitution the art of replacing negativity with positive, happy thoughts. No woo-woo

stuff here, just the facts * Learn the real antidote to anger how to be happy and stress-free. * Exposed to

3 factor this is so simple, yet 97 of people miss it * Discover the homing pigeon principle you dont need to

know how to get there. You just have to start * The 7-step method of achieving your goals accomplish 10

times more than you ever thought possible. * Try the 10 goal exercise stop worrying about how and

discover your why * Release the awesome powers of Mind Storming dramatically increase your likelihood

of success when you unleash this powerful creative thinking technique. It never fails * How the Law of

Cause and Effect can make or break you this is so simple yet always overlooked. Youll kick yourself for

not realizing it before. Plus in my exciting new book Ill also reveal * The 7-Step Method to Achieving Your
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Goals this will enable you to accomplish 10 times more and 10 times faster. * A Super Powerful 10 Goal

Exercise One of the most potent goal achieving methods Ive ever seen * The Explosive Power of

Mindstorming Yes I mentioned it before, but Ive never witnessed a more powerful creative thinking

method. Youre going to love it * How To Flex Your Earning Muscle Like a champion body builder you can

pump up your financial earning muscleIll be your personal trainer * How to Join the Coveted ranks of

Financial 1ers learn how 33 of Americas wealth is controlled and how you can gain the inside track to real

wealth * 3 Simple Steps to Being the Best You can be follow these religiously to join the top 20 of

achievers in your industry * How 2 Hours a day can catapult you to the top Ill show you the secret to

easily take back your time and reach your goals faster * A proven 7 Step formula to increase your output

by 1,000 Its super simple and it works for everyone, even you Guaranteed! * How To Blow Away Your

Biggest Fears once and for all when you use my killer technique you will be unstoppable * Proactive VS

Reactive which one should you be? Decide the best strategy for you * How to Instantly increase your

Self-Esteem use this powerful technique to become 10 feet tall and bullet-proof
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